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margin has been added
; larger, stronger veins have been forra-

it IS really become a strawberry leaf. Did not this single leaf-

let, in the sometime of

the past, give off the

two lateral leaflets, mak-

ing it trifoliate? Does

not fig. 3, give us an

affirmative answer to

our question? The
transition forms (figs. 5,

6, 7,) have followed the

same law in the devel-

opment of these added

leaves, which was sug-

gested in the develop-

ment of the trifoliate

from the ancestral type.

Descriptions of leaves

ordinarily cover but the

golden mean. Fig. 41s

the only one which is

recognized as having a

legitimate place among

the leaves of the straw-

berry. The others are

either ^*poor relations"

which should remain in

the background, or are
VARIATIONS OF THE LEAF OF THE STRAWBERRY.

too prosperous to remain in the humble household.

needs but to give ear unto it in order to understand the progressive
reps trom the primitive leaf up to the possibilities of the future repre-

sented by fig. 8.-MRS. W. A. Kellerman, Columbus, Ohio. •

On the development of the emhrvo-sac of AHs^^ma triphyllnm.

JwiTH PLATE xviii.)-The Origin of the angiosperms and the true

auonship between monocotyledons and dicotyledons are among the

problems now demanding the attention of the botanists. From our

present knowledge the monocotyledons may be regarded as the more

primitive group from which the dicotyledons have been derived, or the

aicotyledons may be looked upon as the primitive group, and the

monocotyledons as degenerate forms derived from them. It seems
^igtily probable, however, that one or the other is the correct vie^';
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for in every representative of both groups, as far as is known to the

writer, there is to be found the typical seven-celled embryo-sac, and it

is hardly possible that such a structure could have arisen independently

in both groups. If in any representative of either of these two groups

of plants an embryo-sac should be found varying considerably, or even

a little from the type, something toward a solution of the problem

would at least be suggested. It is perhaps, among the lower forms

that we are to seek such variations, if there are any. With this in view

work was begun upon the development of the embryo-sac in Arissema

triphyUum. Although no variation from the common type in the

structure of the mature embr>o-sac was found, yet a few details m the

process of development from the initial cell seem worth mentioning

The initialcell (mother cell) of the embryo-sac arises as a single

hypodermal cell in the apex of the nucellus (figs, i, id). This cell is

well defined as soon as the first traces of the inner integament of

the ovule is perceptible, or even sooner. All the cells now increase

in size, and those of the epidermis divide by periclinal walls (fig. 2^.

The initial cell next divides by longitudinal walls into three or four

cells two of which may be seen in longitudinal section (fig. 3»- ^ [^^"^'

verse section at this stage of development shows four cells {x) which in

all probability were derived from the initial cell. As tar as is known

to the writer, the longitudinal division of the initial cell of ^^^^ J=™"
bryo-sac has been observed and recorded only by Strasburger.^ This

author calls attention to a very unusual state of things in Rosa livida,

where about four cells of similar size may be seen in longitudma

section.2 He also states that he has seen two cells in longitudinal

section, but he does not say in what plant or plants it was observed. One

of these cells now enlarges considerably (fig. 5)' ^^^ *i^^^^^' ^>^ ^^'''^''

^•all into two cells (fig. 6), the lower one being usually larger than the up-

per. The lower now absorbs the upper (fig. 7). and develops in the

usual manner into the embryo-sac (fig. 1 1). (The intervening steps in tn

process are omitted here since they correspond to those of the type,

the instance represented in fig. 6 the cross wall is only slightly swollen.

In but one instance was the cross wall found to be greatly swollen ing.

6«)i in all other cases it was always of a more delicate structure, but noi

appreciably swollen. One instance was observed where there ^vas n

;^ross wall formed, the cell being slightly elongated ^vith a large nucleus

'I
each end and each nucleus accompanied by a vacuole ^/^^^^^

fg-
63. This, however, must be of very rare occurrence, for in m

'arge number of successful preparations made^aTt^
^Die Angiospermen und die Gymnospermen, p. I4- '^79-

*•«=
P- 14. taf. IV. fig. 50.
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^"^"."''"^ ''^ '^^^^'"P'"^" ^'^ laterally LapidI,

thTamca 'o V I^f'
'° '''"' ^'^'" *^^ embryo-sac is mature, onl

brvo tl
':""""^°^ ^ f^- disorganizing cells are to be se;n. Em-

2 S th "!.
°''

/ "^^^ '''' ^^" °f 'he ovary are more elongated
(fig. 8 than those of centrally placed ovules (%. 9). This >s due, ol
course, to pressure against the wall of the ovary mainly.

In .nl^°""°" '^f

""" ^"'iPodal cells varies here as in almost all plants.

in fig

''^'^^ appeared to lie side by side, others as shown
F

kJ m'T "^^n"" ^
pleasure to express my sincere thanks to Dr. Dou-

_; P
'

''^'''' ^^^^"d Stanford- University, fornumerous

Zf^^TT
^'''" "'" '" '^'' work.-DAViD M. MOTTIER, Mia.a Uni-

vetsity, Bloomington.

Explanation of Pi atp vvttt -n*

mrtr^f,
^^^LATEAVIIL— Figs. 1-3, longitudinal sections of the upper

T.t:::2Zt:-:^fr- ^ -^-^ >< -^^^ 3, X .36. Fig 4, transversesec,™

initial cell V
^"""'^ ^^°'''° '° ^S' 3.- ^ ^^^ cells derived from the

fhp o„,K
' ^'°' ^'^' ^' '°°gi'"dinal section ofthe nucellus, the nucleus of

the deSnT''K'"°"'''
"" '° ^''^^^^^ "^ '^'^'-°'^' X ^36. Fig. 6, similar to 5;

fie 6 xvHwu
completed, X 2o6. Fig. 6,,, similar.to the shaded part of

cross wan f'
"°'' '''" "'"''' '"°"^°' >< ^36. Fig. 6^ similar to 6

,

with no

8 and Q ' 1'^' ^' "'^ '°'''^'' "''" ''^^ become large through growth, X 236. Fig.

10 ant;
77^°;'"" "''"" °"'='=""^ and portion of integument cells, X '36. Fig

'O. ant.podal cells of embryo-sac, X 236. Fig. rr, embryo-sac of 8, X 236.

/

EDITORIAL.

iRonr
^^""^^^^ ^''1' perhaps, remember that two years ago (July,

tion V
""^""""ed the undertaking of the Commissioner of Educa-

this CO 'T"''
condition of biological instruction in the colleges of

disan
^^ ' '^''^'

'''^P°"' long-looked-for-come-at-last, is somewhat
Ppointing. It ,s probable that the compiler. Dr. John P. Camp-

dela'v i "^'i!

^''^^ ^'^^^^^ ^"^ ^^'^ tardiness of its publication. But the

valnP 7 I
^°''""'"ent Printing Office has robbed it of much of its

the rsf
"" <=°iiditions have had time to change materially since

know 7>f~^
° catalogues, on which it is based, were issued, and we

better p
"'^°"'^ institutions, they have been changed much for the

r- i-or the lack of digested and tabulated information, however,


